Introduction
============

One of the most fundamental descriptions of any organism is its ploidy level and chromosome number, generally written in the form 2*n* = 2*x* = 10 (here, for the ubiquitous model plant species *Arabidopsis thaliana* L.). Plant scientists in particular will be familiar with this representation of the chromosomal constitution of the sporophyte generation (i.e., the adult plant). The second term in this seemingly simple equation describes the normal complement of chromosomal copies possessed by a member of that species, which is generally 2× ("two times") for diploids. Species where this number exceeds two are collectively referred to as polyploids. Not unexpectedly, each polyploid individual is the product of the fusion of gametes from two parents, just like their diploid counterparts. In other words, polyploids can also be defined as individuals derived from non-haploid gametes (in the case of triploids derived from diploid × tetraploid crosses, only one gamete satisfies this condition). The transmission of non-haploid gametes is one of the main "complexifying" features of polyploidy, leading to a whole range of implications for the genetic analysis of these "hopeful monsters" ([@B54]).

The ongoing genomics revolution can be seen as a rising tide which has also lifted the polyploid genetics boat, although not quite to the same level as for diploids. Most genetic advances are made in model organisms, among which self-fertilizing diploid species predominate. It is therefore not surprising that most tools and techniques for molecular-genetic studies are specific to diploids. However, polyploid species are particularly important to mankind in the provision of food, fuel, feed, and fiber (not to mention "flowers," if ornamental plant species are also included), making the genetic analysis of polyploid species an important avenue of research for crop improvement.

Although a collective term such as "polyploidy" has its uses, it tends to obscure some fundamental differences between its members. For example, polyploids are generally subdivided into autopolyploids and allopolyploids ([@B81]). Autopolyploids arise through genomic duplication within a single species, generally through the production of unreduced gametes ([@B65]) and exhibit polysomic inheritance, meaning pairing and recombination can occur between all homologous copies of each chromosome during meiosis. One of the most well-studied examples is autotetraploid potato (*Solanum tuberosum* L.). Allopolyploids, on the other hand, are the product of genomic duplication between species \[usually through hybridisation involving unreduced gametes ([@B65])\] and display disomic inheritance, where more-related chromosome copies ("homologs") may pair and recombine during meiosis, whilst less-related chromosome copies \["homoeologs," also spelled "homeologs" ([@B53])\] do not. Among allopolyploids, allohexaploid wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.) is probably the most well-studied. If pairing and recombination between homoeologs occurs to a limited extent, the species may be referred to as "segmental allopolyploid" ([@B132]), traditionally deemed to have arisen from hybridisation between very closely related species ([@B132]; [@B31]) but which may also be the result of partially diploidised autopolyploidy ([@B128]). In many cases, a species cannot be clearly designated as one type or another, leading to uncertainty or debate on the subject ([@B10]; [@B42]). From the perspective of genetics and inheritance, allopolyploids behave much like diploid species and therefore many of the tools developed for diploids can be directly applied. The main challenge that faces allopolyploid geneticists is in distinguishing between homoeologous gene copies carried by sub-genomes within an individual ([@B79]; [@B146]; [@B119]). Autopolyploids (and segmental allopolyploids) do not behave like diploids, and are therefore in most need of specialized methods and tools for subsequent genetic studies. In this review we focus primarily on the availability of tools and resources amenable to polysomic \[and "mixosomic" ([@B128])\] species, with less emphasis on allopolyploid-specific solutions. Although the development of novel methodologies for the genetic analysis of polyploids are interesting, without translation into a software tool for use by the research community they remain purely conceptual and with limited impact. We therefore try to limit our attention to the tools currently available rather than cataloging descriptions of unimplemented methods.

Experimental populations, in use since Mendel's ground-breaking work ([@B99]), are traditionally derived from a controlled cross between two parental lines of interest (either directly studying the F~1~ or some later generation). We use the term here to distinguish our subject matter from "wild" or "natural" populations, which would necessitate sampling individuals from an extant population in the wild. Quantitative genetics, particularly the genetics of human pathology, has greatly benefitted from the use of large panels of individuals to perform so-called "genome-wide association studies" (GWAS). The use of such panels offers to complement the experimental toolbox of polyploid geneticists as well, and although perhaps not strictly speaking an "experimental" population, we consider them relevant to the current discussion.

Here, we review three main areas: (1) polyploid genotyping, including the scoring of marker dosage (allele counts) and generation of haplotypes; (2) genetic and physical mapping, where we look at the possibilities for linkage mapping as well as the availability of reference sequences; and (3) quantitative trait analysis and genomic selection, including tools that perform quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis in bi-parental populations, genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) and genomic selection and prediction. We also consider the current tools to simulate polyploid organisms for *in silico* studies, as well as those that can help determine the mode of inheritance of the species being studied. We reflect on current and future developments, and the tools that will be needed to keep pace with the innovations we are witnessing in genomic technologies.

Polyploid Genotyping
====================

One of the most crucial aspects in the study of polyploid genetics is the generation of accurate genotypic data. However, it is also fraught with difficulties, not least the detection of multiple loci when only a single locus is targeted ([@B93]; [@B90]). Various technologies exist, with almost all current applications aimed at identifying single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Although many genomic "service-providers" (e.g., companies or institutes that offer DNA sequencing) have their own tools to analyze and interpret raw data, these tools are not always suitable for use with polyploid datasets. Gel-based marker technologies continue to be used and retain certain advantages (e.g., low costs associated with small marker numbers, requiring only basic laboratory facilities, multi-allelism etc.). However, most studies now rely on SNP markers for genotyping due to their great abundance over the genome, their high-throughput capacity and their low cost per data point. Targeted genotyping such as SNP arrays (a.k.a. "SNP chips") rely on previously identified and selected polymorphisms, usually identified from a panel of individuals chosen to represent the gene pool under investigation. In contrast, untargeted genotyping generally uses direct sequencing of individuals, albeit after some procedure to reduce the amount of DNA to be sequenced \[e.g., by exome sequencing ([@B106]) or target enrichment ([@B92])\]. The disadvantages of targeted approaches have been well explored (particularly regarding ascertainment bias, where the set of targeted SNPs on an array poorly represents the diversity in the samples under investigation due to biased methods of SNP discovery) ([@B3]; [@B103]; [@B41]; [@B87]), although there are advantages and disadvantages to both methods ([@B94]). Apart from costs, differences exist in the ease of data analysis following genotyping, with sequencing data requiring greater curation and bioinformatics skills ([@B130]; [@B6]) as well as potentially containing more erroneous and missing data ([@B130]; [@B76]).

In polyploids, SNP arrays have been developed in numerous species \[recently reviewed by ([@B162])\], which include both autopolyploid (or predominantly polysomic polyploids) and allopolyploid species. Examples of the former include alfalfa ([@B89]), chrysanthemum ([@B149]), potato ([@B63]; [@B45]; [@B155]), rose ([@B84]) and sour cherry ([@B109]). Examples of allopolyploid SNP arrays include cotton ([@B70]), oat ([@B142]), oilseed rape ([@B36]; [@B32]), peanut ([@B108]), strawberry ([@B13]) and wheat ([@B2]; [@B27]; [@B158]; [@B159]). Untargeted approaches such as genotyping using next-generation sequencing have also been applied, for example in autopolyploids such as alfalfa ([@B167]; [@B165]), blueberry ([@B97]), bluestem prairie grass (*Andropogon gerardii*) ([@B96]), cocksfoot (*Dactylis glomerata*) ([@B26]), potato ([@B145]; [@B137]), sugarcane ([@B9]; [@B161]) and sweet potato ([@B124]), and in allopolyploids such as coffee ([@B101]), cotton ([@B72]; [@B117]), intermediate wheatgrass (*Thinopyrum intermedium*) ([@B78]), oat ([@B28]), prairie cordgrass (*Spartina pectinata*) ([@B35]), shepherd's purse (*Capsella bursa-pastoris*) ([@B34]), wheat ([@B112]; [@B43]), and zoysiagrass (*Zoysia japonica*) ([@B98]) (noting that the precise classification of some of these species as auto- or allopolyploids has yet to be conclusively determined). Whatever the technology used, it is clear that we are currently witnessing an explosion of interest in polyploid genomics. However, the critical issue of how to make sense of this data remains, starting with the assignment of marker dosage, a.k.a. "genotype calling."

Assignment of Dosage
--------------------

One of the key distinguishing features of polysomic polyploidy is the fact that there are multiple heterozygous conditions possible in genotyping data. We use the term marker "dosage" to denote the minor allele count of a marker; a species of ploidy *q* possesses *q* + 1 distinct dosage classes in the range 0 to *q* (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Of course the concept of marker dosage could also be used in diploid species, but coding systems such as the lm × ll / nn × np / hk × hk system ([@B150]) predominate. Marker dosage is generally understood to apply to bi-allelic markers (such as single SNPs), although it is conceivable to score marker dosage at multi-allelic loci. If marker dosage cannot be accurately assessed, genotypes would likely have to be dominantly scored (i.e., all heterozygous classes would be grouped with one of the homozygous classes), resulting in a loss of information ([@B110]).

![In a tetraploid, five distinct dosages are possible at a bi-allelic marker positions, ranging from 0 copies of the alternative allele through to 4 copies. Here, the alternative allele is colored red, with the reference allele colored blue.](fpls-09-00513-g001){#F1}

All available dosage-calling tools rely on a population in order to determine marker dosage. In other words, calibration between the various dosage classes is performed across the population (for which we are not implying any degree of relatedness in the population other than coming from the same species). All current tools are designed to process genotyping data from SNP arrays, using the relative strength of two allele-specific (fluorescent) signals to assign a discrete dosage value. With increasing interest in genotyping using next generation sequencing (GNGS), we anticipate that tools which use read-counts of potentially multiple SNPs (or multi-SNP haplotypes) will soon be developed, although these have yet to appear. One of the current challenges under investigation regarding GNGS-based genotype calling is the accurate determination of dosage ([@B82]), which may require relatively deep sequencing \[e.g., 60--80 × coverage estimated in autotetraploid potato ([@B145])\].

Returning to the SNP array-based tools, the two main service providers for high-density SNP arrays, Illumina and Affymetrix, both offer proprietary software solutions for analyzing polyploid datasets. Affymetrix's Power Tools and Illumina's GenomeStudio (with its Polyploid Genotyping Module) have both been developed with both diploid and polyploid datasets in mind. However, there have also been a number of genotyping tools that have been put into the public domain. One of the first of these to be released was fitTetra ([@B152]), a freely available R package ([@B116]) designed to assign genotypes to autotetraploids that were genotyped on either Illumina's Infinium or Affymetrix's Axiom arrays. fitTetra fits mixture models to bi-allelic SNP intensity ratios either under the constraint of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium within the population, or as an unconstrained fit, using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm in fitting. This can have the drawback of requiring significant computational resources for high-density marker datasets, although it is automated and can therefore process large datasets in a single run. The original release was specific to tetraploid data only. However, an updated version (fitPoly) can process genotyping data of all ploidy levels and has recently made available as a separate R package on CRAN^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. The SuperMASSA application ([@B122]) can also process data from all ploidy levels (as it was initially developed to dosage-score sugarcane data, notorious for its cytogenetic complexity) and is currently hosted online by the Statistical Genetics Laboratory in the University of São Paulo, Brazil. One of the interesting features of SuperMASSA is that prior knowledge of the exact ploidy level is not needed (useful for a crop like sugarcane). Instead, the genotype configuration which maximizes the posterior probability across all specified ploidy levels is chosen. In practice, most researchers will already know the ploidy of their samples (although aneuploid progeny in some species may occur) and can constrain the model search. A draw-back of the online implementation is that markers are analyzed one-by-one, and results need to be copied from the webpage each time. However, a command-line version of SuperMASSA is currently under development.

The R package polysegRatioMM ([@B8]) generates marker dosages for dominantly scored markers using the JAGS software ([@B111]) for Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) generation. Fully polysomic behavior is assumed, and segregation ratios of marker data are used to derive the most likely parental scores. Although able to process data from all even ploidy levels, the software only considers a subset of marker types (marker that are nulliplex in one parent or simplex in both parents). Nowadays, there is a move away from dominantly scored markers to co-dominant marker technologies like SNPs, and parental samples are usually included in multiple replicates (and so can be genotyped directly with offspring, rather than imputed from the offspring). The package is therefore of questionable use for modern genotyping datasets. An unrelated R package, beadarrayMSV ([@B52]), was developed to handle Illumina Infinium SNP array data from "diploidising" tetraploid species such as the Atlantic salmon. The software was designed to score markers which target multiple loci (so-called multi-site variants, or MSVs), as well as single-locus markers displaying disomic inheritance. In a comparison with fitTetra, beadarrayMSV was unable to accurately genotype autotetraploid data from potato, although conversely fitTetra performed poorly on salmon data ([@B152]). This demonstrates that appropriate software is needed for specific situations (indeed, in many cases specific scenarios have motivated the development of specialized software).

Having prior knowledge about the expected meiotic behavior of the species is always advantageous when it comes to analyzing any polyploid data. This is especially true for the latest dosage-calling software to be released, the ClusterCall package for R ([@B120]). Here, prior knowledge of the meiotic behavior of the species is required, since the expected segregation ratios of an F~1~ autotetraploid population are used to assign dosage scores to the clusters identified through hierarchical clustering. In well-behaved autotetraploids such as potato ([@B138]; [@B23]) this is arguably not a problem (as long as skewed segregation does not occur), and indeed can lead to increased accuracy in genotype calling ([@B120]). However, in less well-characterized species such as leek, alfalfa, or many ornamental species, the precise meiotic behavior may not always follow the expected tetrasomic model, causing potential problems with fitting. The authors are aware of this and suggest that alternatives like fitTetra or SuperMASSA be used in circumstances where a tetrasomic model no longer holds. Unfortunately, such prior knowledge is not always available before genotyping takes place -- meiotic behavior can even differ between individuals of a species that was thought to display meiotic homogeneity (e.g., complete tetrasomy) ([@B21]).

Haplotype Assembly
------------------

Although bi-allelic SNP markers have many practical advantages, they carry less inheritance information than multi-allelic markers. Crop researchers and breeders often wish to develop a simple diagnostic marker test for a trait of interest. Unfortunately, the chances of having a single SNP in complete linkage disequilibrium with a favorable or causative allele of a gene of interest is very small. Markers which have been found to uniquely "tag" a favorable allele in one population may not do so in another. For more than a decade, the increased power of haplotype-based associations have been known and reported in human genetic studies ([@B166]; [@B38]), with the term "haplotype" denoting a unique stretch of sequence. Translating haplotyping approaches from diploid to polyploid species has been a non-trivial exercise, requiring novel algorithms to handle the overwhelming range of possibilities that can arise \[especially when allowing for sequencing errors and (possible) recombinations\]. Multi-SNP haplotypes can be assembled from single dosage-scored SNPs (originating from SNP array data), although haplotypes are more commonly generated using overlapping sequence reads (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

![Generation of multi-SNP haplotypes. **(A)** In this example, three possible haplotypes exist spanning polymorphic positions SNP 1, 2, and 3. **(B)** Single-SNP genotyping cannot distinguish between the "A" allele originating from different haplotypes, combining them into a single allele as illustrated in the second SNP call. **(C)** In a haplotyping approach, overlapping reads are used to re-assemble and phase single SNP genotypes. Here, the known ploidy level of the species (4×) is used to impute the dosage of the two haplotypes identified in this individual, given a 1:1 ratio between the assembled haplotype read-depths.](fpls-09-00513-g002){#F2}

A number of different polyploid haplotyping tools (for sequence reads) have been developed in recent years, including polyHap ([@B135]), SATlotyper ([@B105]), HapCompass ([@B1]), HapTree ([@B16]), SDhaP ([@B37]), SHEsisplus ([@B123]), and TriPoly (Motazedi et al., unpublished). Three of these tools (HapCompass, HapTree, and SDhaP) were recently compared and evaluated over a range of different simulated read depths, ploidy levels and insert sizes for paired-end reads ([@B104]). The authors found that each of these software programs had particular advantages, for example HapTree was found to produce more accurate haplotypes for triploid and tetraploid data, whilst HapCompass performed best at higher ploidies (6× and higher) ([@B104]). Both SHEsisplus and TriPoly have yet to be independently tested. For allopolyploid species, the user-friendly Haplotag software has been designed to identify both single SNPs and multi-SNP haplotypes from genotypes developed using next generation sequencing data ([@B141]). An interesting feature is the use of a simple "heterozygosity filter" that excludes haplotypes with higher than expected heterozygosity across a population (suggesting paralogous loci). Currently, however, data from outcrossing or autopolyploid species is not suitable for this software.

The input data of haplotyping software can be grouped into two types. Individual SNP genotyping data (with a known marker order) was used by the first wave of polyploid haplotyping implementations such as polyHap and SATlotyper. More recently, haplotyping tools use sequence reads as their input, although some pre-processing is required: reads must first be aligned followed by extraction of their SNPs (i.e., masking of non-polymorphic sites) to generate a SNP-fragment matrix with individual reads as rows and SNP positions as columns \[as described for HapCompass ([@B1])\]. In other words, all haplotyping tools \[apart perhaps from Haplotag ([@B141])\] require that users possess a certain level of bioinformatics skills. Although we expect polyploid haplotypes to become increasingly used in the future, the development of user-friendly and computationally efficient tools is first needed before haplotype-based genotypes become truly mainstream.

One interesting development is the application of haplotyping to whole genome assemblies (as opposed to genotyping a population). This has recently been attempted in the tuberous hexaploid crop sweet potato (*Ipomoea batatas*) ([@B160]). The authors first produced a consensus assembly to which reads were re-mapped for variant calling, followed by a phasing algorithm which resolved the six haplotypes of the sequenced cultivar for about 30% of the assembly ([@B160]). Ultimately, about half of the assembled genome could be haplotype-resolved. Future sequencing (or re-sequencing) efforts in polyploid species should produce more phased genomes, which will no doubt be useful for haplotyping applications (for example in validating predicted haplotypes).

Genetic and Physical Mapping of Polyploid Genomes
=================================================

One of the first steps in understanding the genetic composition of any species is the development of a map, be it a genetic map based on information about linkage and co-inheritance of specific DNA locations, or a physical map giving a reference DNA sequence for the species. In polyploid species, numerous technical and methodological complications arise that make the mapping of polyploids a much more complex endeavor than diploid mapping. However, there is currently an upsurge in interest in polyploid mapping, which has led to much progress in recent years.

Linkage Maps
------------

Although the first genetic linkage map was developed more than 100 years ago ([@B134]), their use in genetic and genomic studies has persisted into the "next-generation" era. This can be attributed to a number of factors. A linkage map is a description of the recombination landscape within a species, usually from a single experimental cross of interest. For breeders, knowledge of genetic distance is arguably more important than physical distance, as it reflects the recombination frequencies in inheritance studies as well as describing the extent of linkage drag around loci of interest. Many software for performing QTL analysis require linkage maps of the markers, not physical maps. This is because co-inheritance of markers and phenotypes within a population are assumed to be coupled -- a physical map gives less precise information about the co-inheritance of markers than a linkage map does since physical distances do not directly translate to recombination frequencies (particularly in the pericentromeric regions). Another reason why linkage maps continue to be developed is that they are often the first genomic representation of a species, upon which more advanced representations can be built. They provide useful long-range linkage information over the whole chromosome which is often missing from assemblies of short sequence reads. This fact has been repeatedly exploited in efforts at connecting and correctly orientating scaffolds during genome assembly projects ([@B12]; [@B46]).

As mentioned in the Introduction, polyploids can be divided into disomic or polysomic species, with the additional possibility of a mixture of both inheritance types in the case of segmental allopolyploids. Many linkage maps in polyploids have been based exclusively on 1:1 segregating markers, also known as simplex markers \[because the segregating allele is in simplex condition (one copy) in one of the parents only\]. These markers possess a number of advantages over other marker segregation types, but also some distinct disadvantages. In their favor, coupling-phase simplex markers in polyploid species behave just like they would in diploid species, regardless of the mode of inheritance involved (repulsion-phase recombination frequency estimates are not invariant across ploidy levels or modes of inheritance, but exert less influence on map construction due to lower LOD scores). The advantage of this is clear: in unexplored polyploid species for which the mode of inheritance is uncertain, simplex markers allow an "assumption-free" linkage map to be created, following which the mode of inheritance can be further explored. The only exception to this is if double reduction occurs, i.e., when a segment of a single chromosome gets transmitted with its sister chromatid copy to an offspring, a consequence of multivalent pairing and a particular sequence of segregation and division during meiosis ([@B62]; [@B95]). Double reduction occurs randomly in polysomic species and only introduces a small bias into recombination frequency estimates ([@B23]). This means that, ignoring the possible influence of double reduction, diploid mapping software can generally be used for simplex marker sets at any ploidy level and for any type of meiotic pairing behavior (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**), opening up a very wide range of diploid-specific software options ([@B30]).

![Simplex markers (carrying a single copy of the segregating marker allele) inherit similarly across all ploidy levels and pairing behaviors, allowing diploid mapping software to be used. Here, the (simplex) SNP allele is colored red.](fpls-09-00513-g003){#F3}

However, simplex marker sets have some limitations. Firstly, in selecting only simplex markers, a large proportion of markers with different segregation patterns are not used. This usually reduces the map coverage (while increasing the per-marker costs of the final set of mapped markers). More importantly, simplex markers give limited information about linkage in repulsion phase, particularly at higher ploidy levels ([@B148]). This means that homolog-specific maps can be produced, but they are unlikely to be well-integrated between homologs in a single parent, and impossible to integrate across parents. In other words, the chromosomal numbering will most likely be inconsistent between parental maps if only simplex markers are used. Producing a consensus or fully integrated map is desirable for many reasons, including being able to detect and model more complex QTL configurations than just simplex QTL. Therefore, a truly polyploid linkage mapping tool should be able to include all marker segregation types, not just 1:1 segregating markers.

Polyploid Linkage Mapping Software
----------------------------------

Linkage mapping can be broken into three steps -- linkage analysis, marker clustering and marker ordering. There are still relatively few software tools that can perform all three of these steps for polysomic species. Perhaps the most well-known and widely used software tool is TetraploidMap for Windows ([@B58]; [@B61]). As well as producing linkage maps for autotetraploid species, this software also performs QTL interval mapping (returned to later). Recently, TetraploidMap was updated to enable the use of dosage-scored SNP data ([@B60]). The updated version, TetraploidSNPMap ([@B59]), is freely available to download from the Scottish BioSS website^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^, and possesses a sophisticated graphical user interface (GUI) which will be extremely welcome for users in both the research and breeding community. Apart from its dependency on the Windows platform, the main drawback of TetraploidSNPMap (TSNPM) is that it is programmed to analyze autotetraploid data only, and there is no indication when or if it will be expanded to other ploidy levels or modes of inheritance. However, tetraploidy is the most common polyploid condition ([@B33]) and therefore this software is still relevant for a broad range of species.

Recently, an alternative linkage mapping package called polymapR was released, which is described in a pre-print manuscript (Bourke et al., unpublished). Like TSNPM, polymapR used dosage-scored marker information from F~1~ populations to estimate recombination frequencies by maximum likelihood in a two-point linkage analysis. It can perform linkage analysis for polysomic triploids, tetraploids and hexaploids as well as segmental allotetraploid populations. As an R-based package it requires some level of user familiarity with R, but comes with a descriptive vignette which should make it accessible even to novice R users. It uses the same high-speed map ordering algorithm as TSNPM, namely MDSMap ([@B115]), and produces both integrated and phased linkage maps (i.e., separate maps for each parental homolog that are also integrated into a single consensus map). So far, developmental versions of this software have been used to generate high-density linkage maps in tetraploid potato ([@B22]), tetraploid rose ([@B21]), and hexaploid chrysanthemum ([@B148]).

Another recently released R package that can perform linkage map construction is the netgwas package, also described in a pre-print manuscript ([@B14]). netgwas claims to be able to construct maps at any ploidy level in both inbred and outbred bi-parental populations, and rather than computing recombination frequencies and LOD scores, it uses conditional dependence relationships between markers based on discrete graphical models. The algorithm automatically detects linkage groups (which are traditionally identified by a user-specified LOD threshold) and does not rely on knowledge of parental dosage scores (which should offer robustness against parental genotyping errors). The output of netgwas is clustered and ordered marker names, but without assigning genetic positions (centiMorgans) or marker phasing, which are part of the TSNPM and polymapR output. The lack of marker phasing in particular is a major drawback, as phase considerations are crucial in polyploid genetic analyses. However, given its novel and computationally efficient approach to map construction, it appears to be a very interesting addition to the current range of polyploid mapping tools.

Another software program that is able to perform all three major steps in polyploid linkage mapping is the PERGOLA package in R ([@B55]). This software can analyze marker data from all ploidy levels and modes of inheritance, but is limited to populations derived from completely inbred (homozygous) founder parents, such as F~2~ or BC~1~ populations. While these sorts of experimental population are common in diploid plant species, they are much less common in polyploids due to the difficulty in reaching homozygosity through selfing ([@B62]). Generally speaking, polyploids are more heterozygous than diploids ([@B129]) although there is no general consensus regarding their tolerance of inbreeding ([@B86]; [@B129]; [@B50]; [@B49]). There are indications that polyploid plant species self-fertilize more often than their diploid relatives ([@B11]). However, regardless of whether polyploids tolerate some levels of inbreeding or not, heterozygosity is maintained for many more generations in repeatedly selfed polyploids than in selfed diploids (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). It therefore appears likely that PERGOLA was developed for newly formed polyploids derived from inbred diploid lines. The complexities facing extant (or heterozygous) polyploid species such as unknown marker phasing, or variable marker information contents are ignored by PERGOLA, making it doubtful that this tool will have a wide impact on linkage mapping in existing polyploid populations.

![Theoretical rate of decrease in heterozygosity in polyploid species from repeated rounds of inbreeding/selfing, using expressions derived by [@B62]. For autotetraploids (red line), 95% homozygosity (horizontal dotted line) is achieved after on average 19 generations of selfing, while for a hexaploid (blue line) 95% homozygosity is reached after approximately 32 generations. By contrast, a diploid reaches 95% homozygosity after approximately 5 generations of selfing (black dashed line).](fpls-09-00513-g004){#F4}

One final software that should be mentioned is PolyGembler, recently described in a pre-print manuscript (Zhou et al., unpublished). It proposes a novel approach to the creation of linkage maps in outcrossing polyploids, and is also suitable for diploid mapping. Interestingly, it combines a haplotyping algorithm \[derived from the polyHap algorithm ([@B135])\] to first generate phased multi-marker scaffolds or haplotypes. These are then used to calculate recombination frequencies by counting recombination events both within and between these scaffolds, leading to an extremely simple estimate of *r* which has no corresponding LOD score. Scaffolds are clustered using a graph partitioning algorithm, and thereafter, the computationally efficient CONCORDE traveling-salesman solver is employed to order markers \[as is done for example in TSPmap ([@B102])\]. This assumes that the variance of all *r* estimates is equal and that weights are not required -- which may well be the case if the haplotype scaffolds are correctly constructed. PolyGembler claims to be able to handle the high levels of missing data and genotyping errors associated with next-generation sequencing data. Although it is applicable to multiple ploidy levels, the authors point out that mapping at the hexaploid level becomes computationally difficult due to the huge number of possible combinations in the formation of haplotypes. However, it appears to be a very promising tool which combines both genetic and bioinformatic approaches in a single pipeline.

Apart from those tools which constitute a complete linkage mapping pipeline, there have been some specific tools recently developed which we predict will have an important impact on future polyploid mapping applications. One of the most significant of these is the MDSMap package in R ([@B115]), a novel approach for determining a map order using multi-dimensional scaling. Marker data in polyploid species possesses variable information content, a fact that can be appreciated by considering the haplotype origin of markers of dosage 1 from a duplex marker in a tetraploid species. Certain combinations of markers provide very unambiguous information about co-inheritance, whereas others do not. Therefore, weights are required to prevent imprecise combinations from exerting a large influence on the map order. Before MDSMap was developed, the only reliable algorithm for ordering weighted recombination frequencies was the weighted regression algorithm from the original JoinMap implementation ([@B131]; [@B150]). However, this has the disadvantage of being very slow for higher numbers of marker and is therefore of limited use with current high-density marker datasets. The MDSMap approach can achieve similar results in a fraction of the time, and takes as its input the same information as JoinMap does, the pairwise recombination frequency estimates and logarithm of odds (LOD) scores, making this tool suitable for linkage map construction at any ploidy level, provided pairwise linkage analysis can be performed.

One final tool that has also proven useful for polyploid linkage map construction is the LPmerge package in R ([@B44]). LPmerge uses linear programming to remove the minimum number of constraints in marker order in order to create a conflict-free consensus map. It was originally developed to create integrated genetic maps from multiple (diploid) populations. That said, polyploids contain multiple copies of each chromosome and therefore also present a similar challenge if we consider each homolog map as originating from a different population, with non-simplex markers as bridging markers (mapped in more than one population). Homolog-specific maps are still regularly generated in polyploid mapping studies \[e.g., in potato ([@B23], [@B22]), rose ([@B157]) or sweet potato ([@B124])\], for which LPmerge (or a similarly efficient integration algorithm) could then be used to generate chromosomally integrated maps.

Physical Maps
-------------

Arguably, one of the most important "tools" in current genomics studies is access to a high-quality reference genome assembly. Species for which a reference genome assembly exists have even been classified as "model organisms" ([@B121]), such is the importance and impact a genome can bring to research on that species. Without a reference sequence available, the scope of genomic research remains limited. For example, GWAS rely on knowledge of the relative position of SNP markers (usually on a physical map), and many sequencing applications rely on a reference assembly on which to map reads. A reference genome also facilitates the development of molecular markers (e.g., primer development), the comparison of results between different genetic studies (by providing a single reference map), as well as allowing comparisons of specific sequences such as genes, enabling prediction of gene function across related species.

Polyploid genomes are by definition more complex than diploid genomes, having multiple copies of each homologous chromosome. Many polyploid species are also outbreeding, leading to increased heterozygosity which is problematic in *de novo* assemblies and necessitates specialized approaches ([@B77]). The most common solution until now has been to sequence a representative diploid species. For example in highly heterozygous autotetraploid potato, a completely homozygous doubled monoploid (*S. tuberosum* group *Phureja* DM1-3) was sequenced ([@B114]) which still represents the primary reference sequence today^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^. In the case of allopolyploids, multiple diploid progenitor species are often sequenced instead \[e.g., peanut ([@B19])\]. The emergence of the pan-genome concept, originally proposed for microbial species ([@B140]), has interesting implications for how highly heterozygous polyploid genomes will be presented in future. We have already mentioned the arrival of phased genomics with the sweet potato genome, which aimed to generate six chromosome-length phased assemblies for each of its 15 chromosomes ([@B160]). In future, both pan-genomes and phased genomes are likely to play a bigger role in polyploid reference genomics. Examples of polyploid species that have so far been "sequenced" are listed in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**. This is by no means an exhaustive list, nor does it describe all developments for the listed species. For example, the sequence of allotetraploid *Coffea arabica* (which accounts for roughly 70% of all coffee production) has recently been assembled, with a draft assembly (*C. arabica* UCDv0.5) available on the Phytozome database^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^. What **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** highlights is that at the time of writing, there were already a wide range of polyploid crop species that have well-developed genomic resources, despite the fact that in many cases these are from closely related or progenitor diploid species. In time, just like for coffee, we predict that direct sequencing of polyploid species themselves will gradually replace the haploidised reference sequences in importance and application, leading to more insights of direct relevance to polyploids.

###### 

Some examples of publicly available reference sequences for polyploid species.

  Target species                             Sequenced species (ploidy)                          Genome browser                                                                                                                                               Reference
  ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------
  **Autopolyploids**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Alfalfa, *Medicago sativa* (4×)            *Medicago truncatula* (2×)                          [medicagogenome.org](http://medicagogenome.org) \| [plants.ensembl.org](http://plants.ensembl.org)                                                           [@B163]; [@B139]
  Kiwifruit, *Actinidia chinensis* (6×)      *Actinidia chinensis* (2×)                          [bdg.hfut.edu.cn/kir](http://bdg.hfut.edu.cn/kir) \| [bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/kiwi/home.cgi](http://bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/kiwi/home.cgi)   [@B69]
  Potato, *Solanum tuberosum* (4×)           *Solanum tuberosum* (2×)                            [solanaceae.plantbiology.msu.edu](http://solanaceae.plantbiology.msu.edu) \|[plants.ensembl.org](http://plants.ensembl.org)                                  [@B114]
  Sweet potato, *Ipomoea batatas* (6×)       *Ipomoea batatas* (6×)                              [public-genomes-ngs.molgen.mpg.de/SweetPotato](http://public-genomes-ngs.molgen.mpg.de/SweetPotato) \|[ipomoea-genome.org](http://ipomoea-genome.org)        [@B160]
  Rose, *Rosa* × *hybrida* (4×)              *Rosa chinensis* (2×)                               https: //iris.angers.inra.fr/obh/                                                                                                                            Hibrand-Saint Oyant et al., unpublished
  **Allopolyploids**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Banana, *Musa acuminata* (3×)              *Musa acuminata* (2×)                               [banana-genome-hub.southgreen.fr](http://banana-genome-hub.southgreen.fr) \|[plants.ensembl.org](http://plants.ensembl.org)                                  [@B40]
  Coffee, *Coffea arabica* (4×)              *Coffea canephora* (2×)                             [coffee-genome.org](http://coffee-genome.org)                                                                                                                [@B39]
  Cotton, *Gossypium hirsutum* (4×)          *Gossypium hirsutum* (4×)                           [cottongen.org](http://cottongen.org)                                                                                                                        [@B88]
  Oilseed rape, *Brassica napus* (4×)        *Brassica napus* (4×)                               [genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus](http://genoscope.cns.fr/brassicanapus) \| [plants.ensembl.org](http://plants.ensembl.org)                                   [@B29]
  Peanut, *Arachis hypogaea* (4×)            *Arachis duranensis* (2×) *Arachis ipaensis* (2×)   [peanutbase.org](http://peanutbase.org)                                                                                                                      [@B19]
  Quinoa, *Chenopodium quinoa* (4×)          *Chenopodium quinoa* (4×)                           [cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/chenopodiumdb](http://cbrc.kaust.edu.sa/chenopodiumdb)                                                                                    [@B75]
  Strawberry, *Fragaria* × *ananassa* (8×)   *Fragaria vesca* (2×)                               [rosaceae.org](http://rosaceae.org)                                                                                                                          [@B125]
  Wheat, *Triticum aestivum* (6×)            *Triticum aestivum* (6×)                            [wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr](http://wheat-urgi.versailles.inra.fr) \| [plants.ensembl.org](htt://plants.ensembl.org)                                      [@B71]

Quantitative Trait Analysis and Genomic Selection
=================================================

One of the main goals of genetic studies is to find causative associations between DNA polymorphisms and phenotypic traits. In domesticated species in particular, these studies are often performed with a practical aim: to develop marker-based methods of selecting superior lines in a breeding program. Traditional approaches such as bi-parental QTL mapping have been complemented in recent years by new methodologies such as GWAS and genomic selection. However, all these approaches require polyploid-specific solutions which can capture the increased complexity of polysomic inheritance. We look at the three most commonly used approaches for identifying quantitative trait variation and how specific software tools are helping to revolutionize polyploid plant breeding programs.

QTL Analysis
------------

The term "QTL analysis" usually refers to studies that aim to detect regions of the genome \[so-called quantitative trait loci ([@B51])\] that have a significant statistical association with a trait in specifically constructed experimental populations. These populations are most often created by crossing two contrasting parental lines ("bi-parental" populations), although there is increasing interest in using more complex population designs in order to increase the range of alleles and genetic backgrounds being studied \[e.g., "MAGIC" populations ([@B68])\]. As already discussed, there is great difficulty in developing inbred lines by repeatedly selfing polyploids due to the sampling of alleles during polyploid gamete formation \[in a diploid this sampling generates $\left( \begin{array}{l}
2 \\
1 \\
\end{array} \right) = 2$ combinations; for a tetraploid this rises to $\left( \begin{array}{l}
4 \\
2 \\
\end{array} \right) = 6$ and in a hexaploid $\left( \begin{array}{l}
6 \\
3 \\
\end{array} \right) = 20$ combinations, resulting in protracted heterozygosity (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**)\], not to mention the problem of inbreeding depression associated with many outcrossing polyploid species. Therefore, most QTL analyses in polyploid species have been performed using the directly segregating F~1~ progeny of a cross between heterozygous parents (a "full sib" population). This leads to poor resolution of QTL positions when compared to the more popular diploid inbred populations like RILs etc., as well as the fact that populations must be vegetatively propagated if replication over years or different growing environments is desired. For many polyploid species, vegetative propagation is indeed possible ([@B67]) and F~1~ populations have the added advantage of being relatively quick and simple to develop, while, because of a generally high level of heterozygosity, many loci will be segregating in the F~1~. Therefore despite their drawbacks, F~1~ populations remain the bi-parental population of choice for mapping studies.

The methods for QTL analysis in diploid species have become increasingly convoluted ([@B147]); in polyploid species such theoretical complexities have yet to be attempted, given the more immediate difficulties in accurately genotyping as well as modeling polyploid inheritance. Just like for linkage mapping and GWAS, the range of software tools available for QTL analysis in polyploids remains rather limited, although there are a number of recent developments that are helping transform the field.

One of the only dedicated software for tetraploid QTL analysis is the already-mentioned TetraploidMap software ([@B61]). This software enables interval mapping to be performed in autotetraploid F~1~ populations (as well as a simple single-marker ANOVA test), using a restricted range of markers (1 × 0, 2 × 0, and 1 × 1 markers only, where 1 × 0 denotes a marker dosage of 1 in one parent and 0 in the other, etc.). Although still available, it has been superseded by the TetraploidSNPMap software ([@B59]). TetraploidSNPMap (TSNPM) uses SNP dosage data to either construct a linkage map (as already described) or perform QTL interval mapping. In contrast to its predecessor, TSNPM can analyze all marker segregation types, and allows the user to explore different QTL models at detected peaks. At its core is an algorithm to determine identity-by-descent (IBD) probabilities for the offspring of the population, which are then used in a weighted regression performed across the genome.

An independent software tool that has been developed to determine IBD probabilities in tetraploids is TetraOrigin ([@B169]), implemented in the Mathematica programming language. TetraOrigin relaxes the assumption of random bivalent pairing during meiosis (which TSNPM employs) to allow for both preferential chromosomal pairing as well as multivalent formation and the possibility of double reduction. Although not programmed in a user-friendly format like TSNPM, it is relatively straightforward to use, taking an integrated linkage map and marker dosage matrix as input. It does not perform QTL analysis directly, but the resulting IBD probabilities can then be used to model genotype effects in a QTL scan either using a weighted regression approach like TSNPM, or in a linear mixed model setting. IBD probabilities allow interval mapping since they can be interpolated at any desired intervals on the linkage map.

For ploidy levels other than tetraploid, there are currently no dedicated software tools available for QTL analysis or IBD probability estimation. Single-marker approaches such as ANOVA on the marker dosages \[assuming additivity -- various dominant models could also be explored; see, e.g., ([@B118])\] are of course possible and require access to basic statistical software packages such as R (or even Excel). However, such approaches are not ideal -- they are only effective if marker alleles are closely linked in coupling with QTL alleles, and offer no ability to predict the QTL segregation type or mode of gene action as is done for example in TSNPM ([@B59]). As interest increases in the genetic dissection of important traits in polyploid species, we anticipate that it is only a matter of time before more flexible cross-ploidy solutions are developed. Methodologies developed for tetraploid species often claim that "extension to higher ploidy levels is straightforward." These sorts of disingenuous claims attempt to mark new research territory as already solved. If extensions to higher ploidy levels were indeed straightforward we would already be reporting on a wider range of tools available for them -- as far as we can tell, so far there are none.

Returning to the topic of population types, we also anticipate that more powerful QTL analyses can be performed by combining information over multiple populations. Approaches such as pedigree-informed analyses, implemented for diploids in the FlexQTL software ([@B20]), could overcome some of the limitations imposed by the restrictions on population types in software for polyploids. However, it may take some time before such tools become translated to the polyploid level.

Genome-Wide Association Studies
-------------------------------

Genome-wide association studies have emerged as a powerful tool for detecting causative loci underlying phenotypic traits. They have been particularly popular in species where the generation of experimental populations is problematic (such as humans). GWAS has been readily adopted across a broad spectrum of species since then, due to the promise of increased mapping resolution, a more diverse sampling of alleles and a simplicity in population creation (no crossing required) ([@B18]). There are certain disadvantages though, particularly in how rare (and potentially important) variants can be missed ([@B107]) and the confounding effect of population structure on results ([@B85]). Nevertheless, GWAS continues to be an important analytical option to help shed greater light on genotype -- phenotype associations. The application of GWAS in polyploid species is relatively new, although there have already been a number of studies published in various crop species, for example in potato, oilseed rape, wheat, and oats ([@B145]; [@B48]; [@B136]; [@B144], [@B143]). GWAS studies usually need to account for population structure and relatedness to prevent spurious associations, often in the context of linear mixed models ([@B164]; [@B24]; [@B168]).

One challenge in applying GWAS to polyploid species is how to define a relatedness metric between polyploid individuals (i.e., how to generate the kinship matrix, *K*). So far, there have been two software tools released for polyploid GWAS, namely the R package GWASpoly ([@B118]) and the previously mentioned SHEsisPlus ([@B123]). Of these, only GWASpoly looks critically at the form of the kinship matrix *K*. Three different forms of *K* were tested in the development of the package, with the canonical relationship matrix ([@B151]) \[termed the realized relationship matrix by the authors ([@B118])\] found to best control against inflation of significance values. This is also the default *K* provided in the GWASpoly package. An alternative approach to GWAS mapping for polyploids is provided by the netgwas package ([@B15]), previously mentioned for its linkage mapping capacity. Again, graphical models form the basis of the approach, which goes beyond single-marker association mapping to investigate genotype-phenotype interactions using all markers simultaneously in a graph structure. There is almost no discussion on how confoundedness between population structure and phenotypes are handled, but the authors claim the detection of false positive associations is not problematic.

One final aspect worth considering is the issue of deploying an adequate number of markers in a polyploid GWAS, which potentially represents a much larger genomic space. In *A. thaliana*, it was estimated that between 140K and 250K SNPs would be needed to fully cover the genome based on a study of linkage disequilibrium in that species ([@B83]). Modeling the decay of linkage disequilibrium in polyploid species is a more complex exercise. It was previously suggested that estimates of linkage disequilibrium may be inflated in polyploid species ([@B73]; [@B47]). A more recent survey of linkage disequilibrium in autotetraploid potato using SNP dosages estimated that at most 40K SNPs would be needed for QTL discovery in potato ([@B154]), a much lower estimate than for *Arabidopsis* ([@B83]). The discrepancy comes in part from the differences in how these figures were estimated, using a 'hide-the-SNP' simulation for *Arabidopsis* versus a 'rule of thumb' calculation for potato, but mainly from the difference in the extent of LD between the two species \[estimated at ∼10 Kb in *A. thaliana* versus ∼2 Mb in *S. tuberosum* ([@B83]; [@B154])\]. Detecting or even defining linkage disequilibrium between markers linked in repulsion phase is non-trivial in autopolyploids ([@B154]), which is analogous to the problem of detecting and estimating recombination frequency between such markers in a linkage mapping study. So far, we are not aware of any software tool that has been developed to estimate the extent of linkage disequilibrium in polyploids, which would complement the design of future GWAS studies in polyploid species.

Genomic Prediction and Genomic Selection
----------------------------------------

There has been much attention given to the advantages of using *all* marker data to help predict phenotypic performance, rather than focussing on single markers (or haplotypes) that are linked to QTL as was previously advocated. The motivation behind this is clear -- many of the most important traits in domesticated animal and plant species are highly quantitative, with far too many small-effect loci present to be able to tag them all with single markers ([@B17]). One of the most important traits in any breeding program is also a famously quantitative trait: yield. It has been suggested that despite many years of phenotypic selection, crop yield in tetraploid potato has essentially remained unchanged ([@B74]; [@B126]). This is a remarkable indictment of traditional selection methods, yet offers much-needed impetus for the development and deployment of new paradigms in breeding for quantitative traits.

Genomic prediction first arose in animal breeding circles ([@B100]), where the concept of estimating breeding values from known pedigrees was already well-established. However, the estimation of breeding values in polyploid species requires special consideration due to the complexity of polysomic inheritance and the possibility of double reduction. In practice, breeding values are usually estimated using restricted maximum likelihood (REML) to solve mixed model equations, requiring the generation of an inverse additive relationship matrix *A^-1^*, also called the numerator relationship matrix. The form of *A^-1^* depends on, among other things, whether the inheritance is polysomic or disomic, and whether double reduction occurs ([@B80]; [@B5]; [@B64]). The R package AGHmatrix was developed in order to compute the appropriate *A* matrix for autotetraploids with a known pedigree ([@B5]), using theory developed in ([@B80]). In applying their approach to an autotetraploid blueberry (*Vaccinium corymbosum* L.) population, the authors determined the *A* matrix under various levels of double reduction, afterwards selecting the model which maximized the likelihood of the data ([@B5]). More recently, an alternative R package polyAinv was released which computes *A^-1^* as well as the kinship matrix *K* and the inbreeding coefficients *F* ([@B64]). polyAinv claims to be applicable to any ploidy level (rather than just autotetraploids) and can accommodate sex-based differences in IBD probabilities ([@B64]). Like AGHmatrix, it also incorporates double reduction in its calculations. However, in one study of nine common traits in autotetraploid potato, the inclusion of double reduction, or even the adoption of an autotetraploid-appropriate relationship matrix was found to have a minimal impact on the results ([@B127]). Studies which ignore the specific complexities of autopolyploids may still benefit from genomic prediction and selection, as for example was demonstrated in tetraploid potato ([@B137]). Commonly used software tools for estimating breeding values at the diploid level include ProGeno ([@B91]) and ASreml ([@B156]) which could be suitable for polyploid breeding programs, although this has yet to be conclusively demonstrated.

Polyploid Inheritance and Simulation
====================================

As a final section we look at two topics which are important to the development of polyploid genetic resources -- the mode of inheritance and the availability of simulation software for polyploid species. Although these topics do not necessarily go together, they represent very important considerations in themselves. The mode of inheritance is a polyploid-specific topic, with no equivalent issue arising in diploid genetic studies. Simulation studies, on the other hand, have been used repeatedly at the diploid level to test new methodologies, determine empirical thresholds, evaluate competing methods etc. The availability of a range of software options to simulate polyploid genetic behavior is crucial if polyploid genetics is to flourish.

Mode of Inheritance
-------------------

The term "mode of inheritance" refers to the randomness of meiotic pairing processes that give rise to gametes, and is often used to distinguish between disomic (diploid-like) inheritance, and polysomic (all allele combinations equally possible) inheritance. As alluded to already, intermediate modes of inheritance are theoretically possible if partially preferential pairing occurs between homologs, resulting in on average more recombinations between certain homologs, and less between others (putative homoeologs). This intermediate inheritance pattern, originally termed segmental allopolyploidy ([@B132]) and more recently termed mixosomy ([@B128]), poses additional challenges over those of purely polysomic or disomic behavior. One of the main complications is the lack of fixed segregation ratios to test markers against ([@B4]), which is often used as a measure of marker quality ([@B133]; [@B113]). Currently there are no dedicated tools available to ascertain the most likely mode of inheritance in polyploids. Some "traditional" approaches to predict the mode of inheritance are summarized in ([@B21]), many of which are relatively straightforward to implement using a statistical programming environment like R ([@B116]). In that study, TetraOrigin ([@B169]) was used to estimate the most likely pairing configuration that gave rise to each offspring in an F~1~ tetraploid population. This enabled the authors to test whether there were deviations from the expected patterns of homolog pairing under a tetrasomic model ([@B21]). A simple alternative using closely linked repulsion-phase simplex marker pairs was also proposed and has been implemented in the polymapR package (Bourke et al., unpublished). Apart from preferential pairing, TetraOrigin can also predict whether marker data arose from bivalent or multivalent pairing during meiosis, facilitating an analysis of the distribution of double reduction products. However, apart from its restriction to tetraploid data, an integrated linkage map is required before TetraOrigin can be employed. In severe cases of mixosomy, it is not obvious how a reliable linkage map should be generated. Corrections for mixosomy in a tetraploid linkage analysis are possible in polymapR, but in extreme cases marker clustering will also be affected, making map construction quite challenging. A confounding complication is the possibility of variable chromosome counts (aneuploidy), as for example encountered in sugarcane ([@B57]; [@B56]) or in ornamentals such as *Alstroemeria* ([@B25]), which makes the diagnosis of the mode of inheritance even more difficult. As more polyploid species begin to be genotyped, the issue of unknown mode of inheritance will likely exert more influence, further necessitating the development of software tools that can provide an accurate assessment of the inheritance mode using marker data, and that can accommodate the full spectrum of polyploid meiotic behaviors.

Simulation Software
-------------------

As with any software tool, developing standards and scenarios upon which the performance of the tool can be judged is vital to ensure reliable results. In this final section we consider the range of simulation tools currently available for polyploids. Probably the most widely used polyploid simulation software currently available is PedigreeSim ([@B153]). Originally developed to generate diploid and tetraploid populations, the current release (PedigreeSim V2.0) can simulate populations of any even ploidy level (2, 4, 6, ...). What makes PedigreeSim particularly attractive is its ability to simulate a diversity of meiotic pairing conditions, including quadrivalents (which can result in double reduction) or preferential chromosome pairing. It takes four input files (which are relatively simple to generate) that provide a description of the desired simulation parameters and the input marker data. The software then creates (dosage-scored) genotype data for any pedigreed population, e.g., an F~1~ population of specified size ([@B153]). Some authors have used PedigreeSim to simulate multiple generations of random mating, allowing an investigation of population structure and linkage disequilibrium in polyploid species (e.g., [@B118]; [@B154]), which can be implemented quite easily with some basic programming knowledge. PedigreeSim is written in Java and can run on all major operating systems.

A Windows-based software Polylink, which originally performed two-point linkage analysis and simulation of tetraploid populations ([@B66]), is no longer available. The R package polySegratio ([@B7]) simulates dominantly scored marker data in autopolyploids of any even ploidy level. Generating the dosage data is straightforward: only the expected proportion of marker types (simplex, duplex, triplex, ...) as well as the ploidy is required. However, the markers are essentially completely random, with no connection to any linkage map, which is arguably of limited use for any application that requires some degree of linkage between markers. The simulation capacities of polysegRatio therefore appear to be most useful for testing functions within the package itself, namely those designed to impute parental dosages given the observed segregation ratios in offspring scores.

A final polyploid simulation tool that has recently been developed is the HaploSim pipeline which includes the HaploGenerator function ([@B104]). HaploGenerator is designed to generate sequence-based haplotypes in a polyploid of any even ploidy, taking the fasta file it is provided with as a reference from which haplotypes are built. The software generates random SNP mutations at a specified distribution before simulating next-generation sequencing (NGS) reads in formats corresponding to a number of current sequencing technologies such as Illumina or Pacific Biosystems (PacBio). The pipeline was originally developed to compare the performance of a number of haplotype assembly algorithms ([@B104]), but could also be useful for testing the performance of any other tool which uses NGS reads as genotypes.

Future Perspectives
===================

In this review we have attempted to describe the most important software tools that are currently available to the polyploid genetics community. There are likely to be tools that were missed and tools that have subsequently been released -- this is the danger of such a review. However, we have tried where possible to also discuss the gaps that are apparent in the current set of available tools which will hopefully help guide their development in future. Polyploid genotyping arguably remains the most critical step, as without accurate genotype data there is little point in building models for polyploid inheritance. However, we are now witnessing the slow emergence of tools that take polyploid genotypes and use them to make inferences on the transmission of alleles and the effects of such alleles in polyploid populations. As genotyping technologies continue to evolve, so too should the suite of tools developed to analyze those genotypes. Tools for analyzing SNP dosage data from SNP arrays are well-established. The coming decade will likely see a move away from SNP array-based genotyping to the use of sequence-read based genotypes, although this will require that all tools heretofore developed be updated to accommodate the new type of data. Information on the mode of inheritance from marker data is also needed for each population studied, which deserves more attention than it currently receives. A move from diploid-based reference genomes to fully polyploid (and haplotype-resolved) reference genomes would also help broaden the boundaries of polyploid genetics away from the diplo-centric view of genomics which currently dominates. Although there have been many exciting discoveries and developments in polyploid genetics in the past decade or more, we feel its golden age has yet to arrive, an age which will be heralded all the sooner by the provision of robust and user-friendly tools for the genetic dissection of this fascinating group of organisms.
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